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Neutralize Everything 
by Jeffrey Grunthaner 
	  
	  
Daniel Turner's current work summons to mind a renovated understanding of the concept of 
Stimmung, originally defined by Wassily Kandinsky as “inner feeling expressed in terms of natural 
form.” This concept has been synthetically extended in Turner's work, where materiality is 
informed by process, already prefigured in one of his first large-scale installations, Burning an 
Entire Body of Work (2006). Even at this relatively early stage of his career, the artist's intelligence 
directed itself less to the construction of art-objects, and more to the realization of atmosphere or 
narrative by way of concrete yet thoroughly defamiliarized materials. Understood in this way, 
Burning an Entire Body of Work was Turner’s first attempt to express the temporalized presence of 
process in terms of seemingly static art forms.  
 
The present show comprises a series of units, or bays, reminiscent of agricultural feeders. The 
dimensions of these units have been scaled down, stripped of any logical or domestic use. Far 
from announcing their utility, we are presented here with objects that recall industrialized 
manufacture: kitchen counters resembling horse troughs, cryptically proportioned to the size of a 
human body. Positioned atop one unit and submerged/dissolving in another lies a set of 
refrigerator handles, severed from any functional utility. The positioning of these objects suggests a 
placid, yet uncanny psychology behind the objectivity of appearances. The artist has expressed 
Stimmung through the form of a lived scenario. 
 
A suspended narrative, cast over the organization of objects, is not only suggested, but physically 
realized in the materials chosen for display, which everywhere enact a process of dissolution. In 
one carrier-like object containing a brackish water solution, the evaporation of water eventually 
causes corrosion in the bay. The temporal unfolding of oxidation that follows is both the visible 
and dematerialized synecdoche of the atmosphere, the formal significance, of Turner’s entire 
installation, where materiality melds with process to become narrative. Something has just 
happened—or did it happen long ago? Is it happening now? Will it happen again? As the work 
testifies to—wall rubbings of steel wool, the careful (dis)placement of objects—all three questions 
should be answered in the affirmative.  
 
Emphasizing process over product has more and more become characteristic of the artist’s work—
the development of which is apparent in his movement away from ephemeral constructions 
guided by his artistic will, to the shaping of environments that sustainedly contain ambiguous 
scenarios within themselves. These environments seem to suggest a precarious situation, which 
they never actually realize. The unaffectedness of the art—counter-like surfaces, refrigerator 
handles, a rebar stick, etc.—would seem resistant to such open-endedness of interpretation, being 
almost sculptural; yet closure itself has ultimately become neutralized, as well as every attempt to 
confine Turner’s work to any single genre, sculpture or otherwise. 


